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Coecients above a certain value

Abstract

Like most of our other lters, the frequency cuto had mixed results that varied on the genre in question.
Some samples it is readily able to identify, while others if nds quite dicult to pin point directly. For
instance, if you fed the lter a sample of classical and a sample of techno, it would have no problem telling
you the dierence between them. This is because techno has a majority of its energy concentrated at only
a few frequencies while classical has its power spread more evenly over a wider band. On the other hand if
you were to input samples of punk and country, the lter might tell you that The Ramones sound like Hank
Williams. Looking at these results though is not the whole story. A more telling relationship is isolated
when the Standard Deviations of these outputs are analyzed. It becomes dicult to isolate any one genre
but it does separate them into two main categories:
1. Classical, Punk and Country
2. Techno, Jazz, and Rap
Group one consists of the genres who retained only 40-50 coecients above the thresh hold, while the genres
of group two consistently preserved at least 90 coecients per sample. This wide gap between them should
paint a fairly clear picture of the dierences between genres with respect to their cuto frequencies. This
alone isn't very helpful, but when used in conjunction with other lters, this could prove to the rst step in
a very powerful tool to help classify music.
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